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“A SOLDIER OF THE GREAT WAR - KNOWN UNTO GOD”

Who was the Unknown Warrior? He’s buried in Westminster Abbey, in soil from the battlefields of the
Western Front – but we shall never know his name. He stands for all the Fallen - a symbol of their sacrifice, a
focus for Remembrance, and a comfort for the bereaved.
For the 90th anniversary of his homecoming in 1920, The Dover War Memorial Project (DWMP) and
partners City of Westminster Archives and Westminster Abbey worked with over a thousand children in
Kent and London. They studied local casualties, none with known graves – any one of them could have been
the Unknown Warrior. Dover Scouts and Brownies created a commemorative stained-glass window with
artist Jonathan Boast. During Remembrance 2012 it was presented to Astor College, part of Dover Federation
for the Arts. Admiral the Lord Boyce, Patron of The Dover War Memorial Project, unveiled the window.

The window
and
associated
exhibition
had
toured
nationally,
beginning at
Westminster
Abbey on the
90th
anniversary,
and ending a
year later in
Dover, at the
Marine
Station where
the Unknown
Warrior’s
coffin
had
disembarked.
“I am thrilled
to bits,” said
Marilyn
(Maggie)
StephensonKnight,
founder
of
The Dover
War Memorial Project, during her speech, “that
Astor College will be taking care of the window,
and that so many young people and their guests
will continue to see it here in Dover and learn
from it.”
Well over 200 guests
attended the presentation and
the following reception,
which was hosted by Astor
College. DWMP volunteer
Mike Webb was the master
of
ceremonies,
and
welcomed
all
the
distinguished
guests,
including many who were
veterans and who had lost
loved ones in service. During
the course of the presentation
he underlined the debt owed
to our servicepeople by
revealing what he called a “spine-chilling” map.
Lent to the DWMP and now at the Imperial War
Museum, it showed targets in Dover and the
surrounding area for Unternehmen Seelöwe -

Operation Sealion - the plan to invade England in
1940.
There are over 1,000 students
on the roll at Astor College
each year. “We will use the
Unknown Warrior Stained
Glass window with students at
Astor, the Military Cadre
Cadets, Federation Primary
schools
and
the
local
community to remember the
great sacrifice that so many
made to enable us to be here
today,” said Ed Pallent,
Principal of Astor College,
responding to Maggie’s speech. “It will be used as
a catalyst to inspire students in numerous lessons
and we feel honoured to have been given the
opportunity to permanently exhibit it. The arts,
both visual and performing, are an essential part of
Astor College and the Dover Federation for the
Arts. We use the Arts to improve visual literacy
and inspire students to succeed. Our vision is to
develop students who demonstrate strong values of
respect, commitment, high aspirations, loyalty,
integrity, duty and service through the Arts and the
Military Cadre, this is reinforced wonderfully by
the Unknown Warrior Stained Glass window.”
Admiral the Lord Boyce,
Lord Warden of the Cinque
Ports and Constable of
Dover Castle, Patron of the
DWMP, reflected on the
long and proud history of
Dover, very much of it
shaped by the proximity of
the town to the continent. He
noted the significance of the
town in the history of our
nation, as Dover Castle
became “the official home
of Lord Warden of the
Cinque Ports and his
stewardship of the Cinque
Ports navy - which were the forerunner, the
cradle, of the Royal Navy some 500 years later.”
The town has also given, in its white cliffs, “a
globally-recognised symbol. During World War II
they became a focus of hope and peace, much
through Dame Vera Lynn’s famous song. The
white cliffs also symbolised home - a place where
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so many came back, sometimes even seemingly
miraculously as, for example, following the
evacuation from Dunkirk. But very especially to
Dover returned home the one who symbolises all
those lost in times of war – the Unknown
Warrior.”
Noting the appropriateness of a place of learning
for the Unknown Warrior window, Lord Boyce
continued, “Students are going to have the
opportunity to see the window, to reflect on its
meaning and its deep connections with their home
town and to access all the relevant educational
resources. When they go out in to the greater
world we hope that they will take with them the
values and the memories of this place here. It
gives me great pleasure on behalf of The Dover
War Memorial Project, where I’m very proud to be
a co-patron with Dame Vera, to present this
stained-glass window with its profound message
“Lest We Forget”.
A letter from Dame Vera Lynn, poignantly dated
11 November, Armistice Day, which this year was
also Remembrance Sunday, was read out to the
audience. “As Patron of The Dover War Memorial
Project, I am delighted to send my warmest wishes
as the stained-glass window commemorating the
90th anniversary of the Homecoming of the
Unknown Warrior to Dover, is placed in its new
home at Astor College of the Arts. It is so
important that many more young people will be
able to enjoy learning more of the special part that
the White Cliffs of Dover have always played in
our history . I am with you in my thoughts on this
special day. “We’ll Meet Again”.

The DWMP was also very pleased to hear from
No 10 Downing Street, commending our
initiatives in commemorating the sacrifices of
those who served in the armed forces and who
died in the service of their country, with the

Prime Minister being particularly interested to
read and learn about The Dover War Memorial
Project. The letter concluded with his good wishes
for a successful day.
Three donations from local Freemasons were also
presented. Alan Shirley, of Pharos Lodge in
Dover, and John Cruttendon, of Shorncliffe Lodge,
a military lodge in Folkestone, both presented
cheques to Simon Chambers for The Dover War
Memorial Project.
The third consisted of monies raised in the
hospitality
tent
during
the
Diamond Jubilee
Military
Tattoo.
Donated to the
Army Benevolent
Fund, it was was
received by Major
Tony
Leighton,
pictured right with
Alan Shirley, on
behalf of Brigadier
Simon
Wolsey
OBE,
Deputy
Constable of Dover
Castle.
The Act of Remembrance was led by Keith
Atkinson, Chairman of the Downs Branch of the
Royal British Legion, and by Parade Marshall Phil
Hackett. It was followed by poignant 1940s songs
from students at Astor School.

Wistfully “Cleaning My
Rifle and Dreaming of You”
were Jaouhar Ben Ayed and
Sam Mummery, above,
while Courtney Wain and
Sarah Mold, right, sang
“White Cliffs of Dover”.
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Maggie concluded her speech by saying, “It’s
wonderful to see you all here today and be
surrounded by such friendship. Today we’re
presenting the Unknown Warrior window - but
this day is really about and for everyone. When I
first began The Dover War Memorial Project, I
knew I had two uncles lost in the Great War. Since
then, I have found another eleven family casualties
– Simon has found his Great Uncle. These people
were OUR Unknown Warriors. Everyone here, the
families of everyone here, will have been touched
by the wars. So please, let me leave you with a
thought …. Who, I wonder, in your family is yet to
be found and remembered – who might be YOUR
Unknown Warrior?”

*
Mr Arthur Hornby, Charity Steward of Pharos,
Lodge, was due to present the cheque to Major
Leighton, but very unfortunately, two days
previously, suffered a serious accident. We are
pleased to hear that he is recovering, although full
recovery will take some time. We send Mr Hornby
our very best wishes for his convalescence.
*
A full report of the presentation of the Unknown
Warrior monolith will appear on Dover’s Virtual
Memorial, www.doverwarmemorialproject.org.uk

*****
REMEMBRANCE IN DOVER

Remembrance Sunday this year fell on Armistice
Day, and particularly poignantly for Dover, 11
November is also the day of St Martin. He is the
patron saint of the town and also of soldiers.

Crowds attended the many services in Dover
commemorating our Fallen, and at the Service of
Remembrance at the Town Memorial over 50
wreaths were laid.
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The wreath of The Dover War Memorial Project
was laid this year by Brian Banks and Jean Marsh.

The memorial was unveiled on 28 October 1922;
this, said the Bishop of Dover at the unveiling, was
said was “singularly appropriate” as it was the
saints’ day of St Simon and St Jude. They had
“spent their lives in service and self-sacrifice …
typical representatives of the countless hosts
whose loss was mourned that day and in whose
memory the memorial was erected”.

REMEMBRANCE OF DOVER
Every Remembrance, as well as throughout the
year, visitors spend a few moments by the graves
of Dovorians buried away from their home.
photo: Dean Sumner

The service at the former Marine Station (below)
was held on 8 November, marking the 90th
anniversary of the unveiling of the South Eastern
and Chatham Railway memorial.
The memorial is dedicated to 556 named casualties
of the Great War, named on the wall behind the
memorial, and 626 men who died in World War II
There is a corresponding memorial plaque at
Victoria, the London Terminus. A quarter of the
staff of the railway company – 5,522 – joined up,
leaving the remainder to carry on essential
services. 26 million troops were carried, and from
Dover Marine itself 7,781 ambulance trains took.
1,260,000 returning wounded to hospitals all
around the country.

Amongst them was the grave of Herbert Muller,
above visited by Dean Sumner. Pilot Flying
Officer Muller died on 1 May 1940, aged 28, with
five other crew members during a mission to
Norway. Their aircraft is assumed to have crashed
into The Wash; their bodies were eventually
recovered from the sea.

photo: Andy and Michelle Cooperr

The grave of Private Barbara Richardson, which
has been adopted by Andy and Michelle Cooper.
They were delighted to find the grave at
Waldershare had been thoroughly cleaned by the
CWGC. Mrs Richardson, 25, died in a car crash in
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1942, her brother, Major Hugh Falloon, died of
wounds in 1945 and is buried with her.
In a moving ceremony at Brunssum in the
Netherlands, candles are placed on the graves of
all the fallen servicmen. Reginald Potter and
Daniel Clarke are buried here, and at Christmas
Ruud Scholten placed more candles on their
headstones.

William Walker – From Pilot to Poet
Remembering “One of The Few”
Tribute and photos from Dean Sumner
A defender of Dover
during the Battle of
Britain was Spitfire
pilot William Walker
and on 26 August 1940
his luck ran out when
engaged in combat
with
Messerschmitt
fighters. High above
the English Channel within sight of England’s
Gateway, enemy gunfire wounded him in the leg
and badly damaged his Spitfire forcing him to bale
out. He landed on a sandbank, was rescued by a
fishing vessel and taken ashore for hospital
treatment.
When recovered from his wounds, William
returned to flying and was released from the RAF
after the war and then enjoyed a very successful
civilian career in the brewing industry. After
retirement he found pleasure in writing odes
culminating in a booklet of his poetry being
published in 2011.

photo: Ruud Scholten

A moment of great pride for William occurred at
the Battle of Britain Memorial at Capel-le-Ferne,
when in 2010 an engraved copy of his poem ‘Our
Wall’ was unveiled:-

OBITUARY
Cllr Mrs
Smallwood

Diane

We were very sorry to
learn that Cllr Mrs
Diane
Smallwood,
town
and
district
councillor and three
times Mayor of Dover,
died on 29 November
2012 after a long battle
with
cancer.
Her
funeral service was
held at St Mary’s in
Dover, followed by cremation at Barham. We send
our deepest sympathies to her husband Brian and
to all her family.

Here inscribed the names of friends we
knew,
Young men with whom we often flew.
Scrambled to many angels high,
They knew that they or friends might die.
Many were very scarcely trained,
And many badly burnt or maimed.
Behind each name a story lies
Of bravery in summer skies,
Though many brave unwritten tales
Were simply told in vapour trails.
Many now lie in sacred graves,
And many rest beneath the waves,
Outnumbered every day they flew,
Remembered here as just ‘The Few’.
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the dedication ceremony. We know that one,
Henry Martin, was a local man; his parents are
recorded by the CWGC as living at 2 Havelock
Place, Ash. If anyone can help in finding relatives,
do please let us know!

Flight
Lieutenant
William Walker AE,
passed away on 21st
October 2012 aged 99.
Just a few weeks before
he had attended the
annual dinner of Battle
of Britain Memorial
Trust, where he read his
poem “Absent Friends”

Walter Tull in Bolton
Between 21 February and 16 March 2013, a new
play, “Tull”, written by Phil Vasili, will enjoy its
world première. It’s at the Octagon Theatre at
Howell Croft South, Bolton. Commemorated on
memorials in Dover, where his mother’s family
lived and descendents remain to this day, Walter
Tull is famed for being the first black officer in the
British Army as well as the first black professional
outfield football player.

Right
is
William
Walker in 2010 at
Kenley, whence he took
off on his fateful scramble in 1940.

IN THE
ANDERSON
Vindictive
The bows of HMS
Vindictive, veteran of
the
raids
on
Zeebrugge and Ostend in 1918, were placed at
Ostend harbour as a memorial to the brave actions.
They are currently undergoing restoration, and will
be rededicated in Ostend on 18 May 2013, in the
presence of the King and Queen of Belgium.
Below is an early picture of the graves of
Commander Alfred Godsal, Lieutenant Angus
MacLachlan, PO Henry Martin, Stoker Charles
Fisher, Able Seaman Ernest Garbutt, and
Signalman George Linegar. They all died during
the raid on 10 May 1918, and are buried at Ostend.

The play explores not only Walter’s two careers
but his personal life also and his close friendship
with his suffragette landlady, Annie Williams.
More information is at www.octagon.co.uk.

courtesy Jo Dielman

The Dover Patrol

Officials in Ostend would like to trace, if at all
possible, relatives of these men, to invite them to

For author
Enid Blyton
Corfe Castle
was
the
inspiration
for the ruins
on
Kirrin
Island, and
it was filmed
in 1957 in “The Famous Five on Treasure Island”.
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But what does it have to do with the Dover Patrol?
Well, men serving came from across the country,
and the family of Wyndham William Wallbridge,
just one of the many, still live at Corfe.

photo: Dominic de Vere

We were absolutely delighted when they gave us a
panoramic photograph of men of the Dover Patrol
at the end of the Great War. Below is part of the
image, and William is in the centre, in the second
row.

With contributions from artists, historians,
architects, musicians, sociologists the symposium
was an eclectic and inspirational mix of talks,
images, and music, thoroughly enjoyable,
thoroughly stimulating - and all capped by a super
Italian lunch and a tour of the Western Heights.

The legend reads “Officers and Ships Coy 6th
Flotilla Quarters, Dover Patrol, Nov 1918”, and
the picture was taken by Panora Ltd, of 60
Doughty Street, London, who took very many
panoramic images of groups from 1916 onwards.
We’re currently restoring the picture in Dover, and
hope that it will soon be on display. Who knows –
maybe one of your relatives will be there! Let us
know.

A DAY OUT WITH DAD
In October Maggie and Simon were honoured to
speak at the symposium on Memorialisation, part
of the War and Peace Programme organised by
Dover Arts Development (DAD). The programme
reflected on place – and in a town that is both
home and transit that’s a particularly complex,
contested, and compromised amalgamation of
perspective and meaning.

The DWMP spoke about the Dover’s Virtual
Memorial, and how it attempts to recapture the
intangible aspects of our town War Memorial. The
intangible is the knowledge, the relationships, and
the memories families and friends had of our
Fallen. This slowly decays as contemporaries
themselves pass on; we, the fortunate generations
born long after the wars can no longer know our
Fallen – only know of them.
The Virtual Memorial is a memorial like any
other, remembering and commemorating with
honour and respect those who lost their lives. The
key difference is that, just like thought and
memory, a virtual memorial isn’t in one place.
Instead it lives everywhere and nowhere. It’s a
creation of contemporary technology –a website –
living on the internet and accessible around the
world from an armchair. Dover’s Virtual
Memorial currently receives some 1,000 visitors a
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day, with over 2,500 a day in the months of
November and December.
In memory of our Fallen a Virtual Memorial it can
contain so much more than the lists of names on a
material memorial – photographs, sound,
anecdotes, narratives, and epitaphs. It can be
updated easily with new knowledge and new
commemorations. Dover’s Virtual Memorial
currently remembers some 2,500 Dovorians who
fell, some of whom are commemorated nowhere
else at all and would otherwise have been
forgotten.
Yet a material memorial too has its unique aspects;
it is a place, where we can gather as a community
for Remembrance and at other times, its form and
design can inspire, and, in Dover, it is a continuing
reminder in the centre of our town of the people
whom we lost, a part of our everyday lives.
Furthermore, it was the first inspiration for
Dover’s Virtual Memorial, for it was here, during
the two-minutes’ silence in 2005, that The Dover
War Memorial Project was born.

Pete Booker, left, is
ready for action too. One
of the Black Devils, he
represents the 1st Special
Service Forces involved
in Operation Dragoon
invading
Southern
France in August 1944.
Pete would have felt
very much at home in the
Drop
Redoubt;
it’s
named after the remains
of a Roman Lighthouse –
locally known as the “Devil’s Drop” of mortar.

Dover’s Virtual Memorial is at
www.doverwarmemorialproject.org.uk

WESTERN HEIGHTS AT WAR!
The weather wasn’t kind, but over 500 visitors
enjoyed a new theme for the Western Heights
Preservation Society in the Drop Redoubt at the
October open weekend – Western Heights at War!

Above is Tim Warrener of the Ox and Bucks. He’s
ready to make his way up the coast after D-Day,
with his Mark II Bren and anti-aircraft mount.

Meanwhile, making sure we all behaved ourselves
at home, here above is Colin “Put that light out!”
Smith, our ARP Warden. With him is Dave
Francis as one of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police.
Brought over to ensure the
smooth transit of convoys
they bolstered strength and
were invaluable in the
efficient movement of troops
during the invasion of Sicily
and Italy in 1943.
What would we do without
Dad’s Army? “I’m a retread
from the Great War”, says
Major Rhode (as in Major
Rhode ahead!). Enacted by
Leslie Harris, the Major was
wounded out first time round, and is now
volunteering with the Royal West Kents.
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Throughout the Drop
Redoubt
people were
preparing for action. Our
Military
Policeman
helped ensure all ran
smoothly – during World
War II their numbers
increased eight-fold and
they served in every
theatre of war.
Meanwhile, the Essex
regiment, below, were
taking a short break from
their training rest from
their commando training.

And if it all went wrong? There were many safe
hands to tend the wounded. Andrew Morgan
enacted a surgeon, a Major, who had retrained
after his service as a doctor in the Great War.

The Red Cross were
there too, and below,
discussing one of their
cases, are Amanda
French with Melanie
Nicholls
as
a
commandant out in the
field.
Whatever the problem
might be, that universal remedy of a nice cup of
tea is bound to help!

Outside, the spectacular Grand Shaft was open.
Built in two years from 1808, it consists of a triple
staircase straight down through the white cliffs
from the parade ground at the Heights to Snargate
Street, by the docks.
The shaft was designed to permit swift and easy
movement of troops, and, with numerous pubs in
the Snargate Street area, it also provided a useful
shortcut home!

With him was his wife Muriel, above right,
complete with a fearsome set of medical
instruments with which she welcomed visitors and
demonstrated to toe-curling fascination.
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Veteran military vehicles lined the way to the shaft
– far more than a standard lens could capture!

The poppies remind us of what it is all about –
remembering and honouring those people who
risked their lives in those darkest of times, many
of whom never came home again. Below is Jamie
Brooks, “Major Howe” of the 6th Airbourne,
beside The Dover War Memorial Project
exhibition, remembering, as always, our Fallen

Amongst them was even one named after one of
our gracious patrons.

________________________________________

AND FINALLY …
Maggie’s and Mike Webb’s dad
was a Merchant Navy officer,
serving on the Atlantic convoys
during the war and also in the
Mediterranean. To the great
distress of the family, his medals were lost when
the family home was very reluctantly sold.
But wonderful things come
from bad. After the
Unknown Warrior window
presentation,
Parade
Marshall Phil Hackett (left,
with Admiral the Lord
Boyce) gave Mike a replica
set of medals. Mike was so
pleased he even wore the
medals out in the garden
pinned onto his scruffy old decorating coat! Better
still … rather like a cat with a bell around its neck,
the jingling medals mean we'll now be able to hear
Mike coming - and take appropriate action!

A Happy and Peaceful New Year to you all ☺

The next Western Heights open weekend is 15 and
16 June 2013, when re-enactors from the
Napoleonic, and First and Second World War
periods will be on site.
________________________________________
“From the Front”, the e-newsletters from The Dover
War Memorial Project, is also available online at
Dover’s Virtual Memorial and in the Local Studies area
at Dover Town Library.
Dover’s Virtual Memorial www.doverwarmemorialproject.org.uk
phone: 07876 240701
email: frontline@doverwarmemorialproject.org.uk
This newsletter was created by Marilyn StephensonKnight. Photos of casualties appear by courtesy of their
families. All other photographs, except where stated, are
by Simon John Chambers.
Issue 13 is due out on 31 March 2013

The Dover War Memorial Project works in
the past, present, and future to remember with
honour all those from our front-line town,
Dover, Kent, England, who fell in the two
World Wars. Work on the Project is entirely
voluntary, and the Project itself is totally
dependent on donations to survive. If we have
helped you and/or you have enjoyed the
newsletter, please consider a donation via
PayPal or by cheque payable to The Dover
War Memorial Project. Please help us
remember those who gave all they could.

